DEALERBAG IS A BUSINESS NETWORK
DEALERBAG accelerates international and local business, bypasses middlemen, reduces
costs, and makes competition really tough and honest.
DEALERBAG helps buyers and sellers to easily navigate and conclude the most profitable
deals in the highly competitive, quick, global market.
Buyers can reduce their costs; improve the quality and condition of purchased goods and
services; and diversify partner risk.
Sellers can save on their marketing budget by selling goods and services directly to
interested buyers at the right price.
DEALERBAG will be useful for any organization or private entrepreneur around the world.
A fully-working MVP is available at dealerbag.com.
Smart Community
DEALERBAG is a smart community for modern and future generations. In the future, it will
help users to become stronger and to sell products without the need for advertising
budgets. It is like a personal radio or a club of select conspirators who will rule the market
tomorrow!
Our Competitors
Yes, there are a lot of marketplaces, but their functionality is not effective enough for B2B
cooperation.
The B2B segment, according to our assessment, is not yet fully-occupied and the tender
mechanism is greatly underestimated. But, it will be appreciated in the near future. The
trend is moving toward having fewer buyers and more sellers, as the markets are
becoming highly competitive, quick, thrifty, and global.
Simple Tender in the B2B World
In any sphere, you can optimize costs using the tender mechanism - from nuclear physics
to retail. Here is just a small list of examples relevant to DEALERBAG:
- Tender for the delivery of a batch of containers from China to the USA.
- Tender for the development of the design of a sample hairdryer.
- Tender for the production of gift packaging for bottles with a specific layout.
- Tender for the cheapest banking services for international trade.
- Tender for a corporate event.
- Tender for the development of a fashionable clothing line.
- Tender for the monthly supply of two tons of glycine for a medical company.
- Tender for a crisis manager for a fruit ice cream enterprise.
- Tender for the development of a logo and corporate identity for a toy store.
- Tender for the development of a complex computer game portal.
- Tender for building a sock factory in Indonesia.
- Tender for carsharing vehicle fleet maintenance.
The examples are endless. In any business, there is always something to improve and
there is always an opportunity to reduce costs or improve quality. There is always the

opportunity to work with a new partner and to compare them with an old one.
DEALERBAG was created as a convenient and effective tool for all of this.
If you can make your business better, you have to make it better.
FEATURES
An Online Tender Place
The main functionality of DEALERBAG is a platform for online tenders. Users can conduct
both public tenders available to all and private tenders for their known list of users.
Monetization
Sellers pay for the opportunity to bid for public tenders while participation in private tenders
is free. Buyers do not pay for anything.
Buyer Importance
The buyer is the center of the economy of the future who deserves to receive the best at a
lower price and with the best conditions. The buyer can use DEALERBAG for free.
DEALERBAG carefully guards them against advertising and intrusive communication from
sellers.
Anti-Spam Shield
If the seller is not sure that he can offer good conditions, he will not buy access to the
tender. During tender, no one sees the creator. The buyer’s contact information is only
received by the winning tender. Any bids against the tender can be instantly rejected with
the reject button. Spreading spam in tenders will not work either as all tenders are strictly
moderated.
Relevant
Each tender is linked to a category, country and hashtags. It allows you to conveniently
find the right tenders for sellers and filter everything that is not relevant.
After-Tender Service
After winning the tender, DEALERBAG functionality does not end. It is convenient to use
for conducting the transaction using the built-in, secure, confidential chat and document
management features. A smart contract function will also have been developed.
Ratings and Reviews
After the transaction, the buyer evaluates the seller and writes a review. This information is
displayed in the public profile of the seller and helps other buyers to make the right choice.
Public Profiles
Public profiles help sellers tell all interested parties about their company; describe its
products and services; attach any necessary documentation (catalogs, price lists, contract
offers, licenses, etc.); publish press releases; and display ratings and customer reviews
from DEALERBAG transactions.
Public profiles have a link (following the formula www.dealerbag.com/username) which can
be listed by companies on their websites.
Verified Companies

Companies that have transferred funds to DEALERBAG at least once by bank transfer
receive a blue tick next to their name and the official registration number under their name
in DEALERBAG.
Multi-Role
The DEALERBAG interface assumes two roles - the seller and the buyer - with completely
different functionalities. There is no need to register for a new account, just switch your
status in settings.
Returning to the Website
Even if the seller has not found any tenders that they are interested in, all keywords used
for searching for tenders can be saved. When the relevant tenders appear, the seller will
receive a notification. Buyers can also subscribe for updates from selected sellers (goods,
press releases), which will also be sent to them from DEALERBAG. In addition, there is a
form which allows users to invite colleagues by email.
WHAT’S NEXT
Now the project is developing at our own sources. But for the fastest possible entry into
the market, we plan to conduct a series of investment rounds.
Future Plans:
- Improve functional, safety, and stability,
- Develop mobile applications,
- Develop applications for Mac and PC,
- Implement smart contracts, profile subscriptions, and other extensions of system
functionality,
- Translate the interface into different languages (English and Chinese are available) ,
- Gain access to the markets in the USA, the EU, India, and China.
DEALERBAG is perhaps one of the few things that change the world!

Best Regards,
The DEALERBAG Team

